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The UniTed 
naTions Food 
and agricUlTUre 
organizaTion 
(Fao) has a unique 
role related to 
the right to food 
and food security. 
According to the 
FAO Constitution, 
the FAO is comprised 
of members that 
are “determined 
to promote the 
common welfare by 
furthering separate 
and collective action 
on their part for the 
purpose of: raising 
levels of nutrition 
and standards of 
living ... and thus ... 
ensuring humanity’s 
freedom from 
hunger.”

FAO, Constitution 
Preamble (2008).

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations 
organizes a three-day Global Forum on the Right to Food at FAO 
headquarters in Rome from 1 through 3 October 2008. The Forum 
will offer an opportunity for Member States and stakeholders

to share experiences, 
to collect lessons learned and 
to discuss ways to promote further the implementation of the 
Right to Food Guidelines.

The Forum is a follow up to the High-Level Conference on World 
Food Security and the Challenges of Climate Change and Bioenergy 
(3 to 5 June 2008) and will, in turn, make contributions to the 
discussions at the High-level Meeting on “Feeding the World in 
2050” (5 to 7 November 2008).

•
•
•

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the third issue of our Right to Food Newsletter. The overarching theme 
of this issue is “capacity building and training”. Capacity building is a “buzz word”, 
in particular in the context of international cooperation - but what does it actually 
mean? It encompasses human resource and organizational development and is 
about the elaboration of management structures, processes and procedures. It is the 
process through which individuals, organisations and societies obtain, strengthen 
and maintain the capabilities to set and achieve their own development objectives 
over time. 

Capacity development is one of the main objectives of the Right to Food Unit. Many 
activities are related to it, including the development of a right to food curriculum. 
Starting with a task analysis, we identified the knowledge needed by each target 
group, set learning objectives and are now finalizing the content of the different 
modules. The Right to Food Curriculum, which will be available soon, will be a 
compendium of lessons to impart knowledge and understanding needed for the 
implementation of right to food. It will serve as a guide for instructors, teachers and 
trainers when developing courses and training programmes on the right to food. It is 
our hope that this tool for capacity development will be widely used.

In this Newsletter, we will also show you how important the use of information 
communication technologies (ICTs) is in the advancement of human rights 
understanding and give you two ICT examples for right to food. 

You might be interested to know that in July 2008, the FAO Right to Food Unit will 
conduct an electronic conference to collect case studies, exchange experiences and 
discuss lessons learned in the five areas of action for the implementation of the right 
to food. This will comprise one session of two weeks on Advocacy and Training. You 
will be receiving an announcement with more details shortly.  The outcome of this 
e-conference will flow into the discussions of the Global Right to Food Forum to 
be held in Rome from 1 to 3 October 2008. 

Knowledge is essential in the fight against hunger. In order to do our work well, 
we need to understand and respond to new emerging questions and concerns, such 
as for example, the issue of rising food prices and bioenergy. All our efforts need 
to be communicated in a way that reaches and informs Governments, civil society 
and people. We also need to ensure that knowledge, experiences made and lessons 
learned are exchanged and that new knowledge is created for the benefit of the 
global community. 

I wish you an interesting reading,

Barbara Ekwall
Coordinator Right to Food Unit

capaciTy 
bUilding is aT The 

hearT oF Fao’s 
mandaTe.

The Right to Food 
Unit contributes 

to achieving FAO’s 
vision to strengthen 

the national 
capacities of its 

member states to 
achieve their goals 

in food security 
applying a rights-
based approach.

Global Forum 
on the riGht to Food 
1 – 3 october 2008, rome



In this issue, we would like to 
introduce you our Right to Food 
Capacity Adviser, Mauricio 
Rosales, a native Columbian 
with a long experience at 
the United Nations. Mauricio 
highlights that the training and 
communication work of the 
Unit is quite innovative because 
we use unconventional tools 
and methods and try to tailor 
capacity building work to 
the different target groups. 
The broad categories of our 
training and communication 
material and activities are 
Government officials, civil 
society, UN, in particular the 

FAO staff. The distinction is important as each group has different 
needs and priorities. For the U.N. staff, for example, we have set 
up virtual classrooms on the right to food, held subject focused 
presentations on cross-cutting themes such as gender and the 
right to food. 

An example of our unconventional work is the exhibition of 
sculptures, paintings and photos on the right to food theme of 
art students, which we organized at FAO headquarters, on the 
occasion of World Food Day 2007. The purpose was to bring young 
artists together with the common cause of raising awareness of 
the human right to food and expose its results to FAO staff and 
visitors. Even when talking about only one group, it is important to 

understand the various needs: for instance, civil society includes 
many different sub-groups such as NGOs, kids as well as activists. 
We try to respond to the specific needs of each of them. Mauricio 
points out that it is important to be creative and to use innovative 
training tools: “For instance, for kids, we have developed a cartoon 
book and organized an essay competition on the right to food, in 
response of which we have received almost 1000 essays from all 
over the world.” 

”Conventional” capacity development activities, such as, the 
training of Government officials, FAO-Representatives and U.N. 
country teams, are also part of our work . However, Mauricio says, 
it is important to be always flexible and to respond to the specific 
needs and requests that we receive from countries. Indeed, we 
can offer from a short introduction to the right to food of 15 minutes 
to a one week intensive training. Mauricio gives an example and 
tells about a marathon training session he held in Bolivia for one 
week last year: “We have taught about 30 representatives from 
various ministries and different Bolivian regions. The outcome was 
an immense success. The training was conducted in such a way 
that participants had to think about different strategies of how to 
transfer knowledge to a local community or develop arguments to 
convince other government officials about implementing the right 
to food in their sector. As a result, many participants took initiative 
and organized their own trainings in their respective communities 
and workplaces.”  

Being asked to give us a final statement on how he sees his 
job, he concludes with the phrase: “At the end of the day all my 
work is about the transfer of knowledge. I try to understand what 
are the best ways to get the messages across in order to make 
people actively develop their own ideas and think what their own 
contribution to the realization of the right to food should be.” 

Right to Food Unit from the InsIde

C apacity is defined as “the ability of 
people, organizations and society 

as a whole to manage their affairs 
successfully. Capacity development is 
the process of unleashing, strengthening 
and maintaining of such capacity”.  

events

In the context of the High-Level Conference on World 
Food Security and the Challenges of Climate Change and 
Bioenergy, which will take place in Rome from 3 to 5 
June 2008, you might be interested to read the brief on 
“Right to Food and Bioenergy” of our FOCUS ON series

www.fao.org/righttofood/wfd/pdf2007/focus_bioenergy_eng.pdf

and visit the website of the High-Level Conference on 
World Food Security

www.fao.org/foodclimate/conference.html

Parallel to the FAO conference, the International 
Planning Committee for Food Sovereignty will organise 
a forum in order to facilitate the development of joint 
analysis and action among social organizations of food 
producers, environmentalists, consumers, etc. Based on 
the conclusions of the working groups a final declaration 
will be drafted and submitted to the FAO High Level 
Conference. The Forum will take place from 31 May to 4 
June 2008 at the Citta dell’ altra economia in Rome, Italy.

What is

Capacity Building?
neWs

Mauricio Rosales, 
Right to Food Capacity Adviser

IntervIew wIth a rIght to Food CapaCIty advIser: 

“at the end of the day it’s all about transfer of knowledge”

See: http://www.fao.org/capacitybuilding
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e-Learning on the right to Food

UN country teams and FAO staff, practitioners, NGOs and 
civil society organizations, academic institutions and 

everyone interested can now learn, anywhere and anytime, about 
the Right to Food. “A Primer on the Right to Food” is an e-learning 
course developed by FAO which provides an introduction to the 
human right to adequate food. 

Using concrete examples and case studies, the course illustrates 
the concept of the right to adequate food,  provides an overview 
of the historical development of this human right, introduces the 
human rights-based approach to development, the recourse 
mechanisms, the Right to Food Guidelines and describes the 
rights, obligations and responsibilities of right-holders and duty-
bearers of the right to food.

The course is split into seven lessons of about 30 to 45 minutes 
each. Each lesson uses the latest instructional methods in e-
learning such as: storytelling, illustrative case studies, simulations 
and demonstration, as well as interactive tests and practice 
exercises. Trainers and advocates of the right to food will find the 
course useful in developing their own materials. A set of resources 
for trainers are provided consisting of presentation slides, class 
exercises, learners’ notes and a trainers guide.

The course was developed by the FAO Right to Food Unit 
and the WAICENT Outreach and Capacity Building Branch 
with support and funding from the Government of Germany. 
The English version of the course is available on CD and 
on the internet and can be accessed free of charge at:  
http://www.fao.org/righttofood. The French and Spanish 
versions of the course will be published in June 2008.

Contribution of Beatrice Ghirardini, Capacity Building and Outreach Branch, Knowledge 
Exchange and Capacity Building Division, FAO

Right to Food traInIng In PractIce

How do you teach people from around the world 
about the Right to Food? Virtually, of course...

FAO has used a virtual classroom to teach its staff about the 
Right to Food. Using the existing e-learning materials (see 

related article) FAO brought staff from FAO Headquarters in Rome 
together with participants from Afghanistan, Bolivia, China, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, El Salvador, Ghana, Honduras, India, Lao 
DPR, Malawi, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria, Samoa, and Zambia 
for a one week online course on the Right to Food. The course was 
delivered from 15 to 19 October 2007, coinciding with the 2007 World 
Food Day with the theme the Right to Food. The technology used for 
the course was Moodle, a free software e-learning platform. Moodle is 
designed to help educators to create online courses in an environment 
which allows students to participate in electronic discussions, share 
files and work on group projects.

The course provided an overview on the right to food and its legal 
foundations, and provided an opportunity for participants to reflect 
on the right to food in their own work. The topics were introduced 
throughout the week using a combination of e-learning lessons and 
associated readings, followed by online group discussion on the 
topics. 

The course was facilitated by Professor George Kent of the University 
of Hawaii, a right to food expert and the author of “Freedom from Want: 
The Human Right to Adequate Food” and “Global Obligations for the 
Right to Food”. Hilke Stuempel, an Associate Professional Officer 
funded by the Government of Germany designed and managed the 
Moodle environment for the course.

Most participants in the courses noted it was a busy week as they 
were asked to participate in the course while maintaining most of their 
work duties. The course was appreciated as noted by one participant: 
“This has indeed been an interesting experience that I enjoyed 
throughout this week. I was quite excited by the geographical diversity 
of the participants... This experience has certainly strengthened my 
previous interest, along with my understanding of the Right to Food.” 

The course was organized by the FAO Right to Food Unit in 
collaboration with the WAICENT Outreach and Capacity Building 
Branch and the FAO Staff Development Group. A similar course is 
expected for 2008.

Contribution of Andrew Nedeau, Information Management Specialist, Capacity Building and 
Outreach Branch, Knowledge Exchange and Capacity Building Division, FAO

OlivieR De sChutteR -- neW u.n. speCial 
RappORteuR On the RiGht tO FOOD

Olivier De Schutter began his mandate as 
the new UN Special Rapporteur on the Right 
to Food on 1 May 2008. On the next day he 
released a statement to the media calling on 
the international community to take action in 
response to the world food crisis by convening 
a Special Session of the UN Human Rights 
Council. 

This Special Session is planned to take place 
on 23 May 2008. A background note prepared 
by the Special Rapporteur is available on our 
website

http://www.fao.org/righttofood

neWs
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Distance Learning to Support C
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Building and Training on the Human

Right to
 Adequate Food
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Course description

The course provides an
 introduction to the human righ

t to

adequate
food. It consists

of seven lessons, of approximately

30 to 45 minutes durati
on. Each lesson achieves a specific

set of learning objective
s using interactive

step-by-st
ep

instru
ctions and exercises. The course

introduces the

principles and concept of the righ
t to adequate food and its

practical applicatio
n using storytelling and illustra

tive
case

studies. The course
also

provides an
overview of the

histo
rical development of this human

righ
t, the human

righ
ts

based
approach

to
development,

recourse

mechanism
s, the Right to Food Guidelines and describes the

righ
ts, obligatio

ns and responsibilitie
s of righ

t-holders and

duty-b
earers of the righ

t to food. The targ
et audience of

this course
includes: UN country

teams and FAO staf
f,

practitio
ners, N

on-Gvernment Organ
izat

ions/Civil Society

Organ
izat

ions, civil so
ciety and academic institu

tions.

Copyright

All rights reserved. Reproduction and disse
minatio

n of

material
in this informatio

n product for educatio
nal or

other non-commercial purposes are
authorize

d without

any prior w
ritte

n permissio
n from the copyrigh

t holders

provided the source is fully acknowledged. Reproduction of

material
in this informatio

n product for resale
or other

commercial
purposes is

prohibited without writte
n

permissio
n of the copyrigh

t holders. Applicatio
ns for such

permissio
n should be addressed to the Chief, Electronic

Publishing Policy and Support Branch, Communicatio
n

Divisio
n, FAO, Viale

delle Terme di Carac
alla, 00153 Rome,

Italy
or by e-mail to copyrigh

t@
fao.org ©

 FAO [2007]

Technical specifications and requirements

This CD-ROM requires a Microsoft®
Windows®

98 or

late
r operati

ng system. The minimum system requirements

to operate
the CD-ROM are

a Pentium I or equivalent

processor, 32 Mb RAM (64 recommended), and 800x600

scre
en resolution with 16-bit colour depth. The CD-ROM

contain
s all

the software
necessar

y for acce
ssin

g and

completing the lessons.

Disclamer

The design
atio

ns employed and the presentatio
n of material

in this informatio
n product do not imply the expressio

n of

any opinion whatso
ever on the part

of the Food and

Agric
ulture Organ

izat
ion of the United Natio

ns concerning

the legal
or development stat

us of any country,
territo

ry,

city
or area or of its

authoritie
s, or concerning the

delimitati
on of its frontiers or boundarie

s.

FAO declin
es all responsibility

for errors or deficiencies in

the datab
ase

or software
or in the documentatio

n acco
mpa-

nying it, for program
maintenance and upgrad

ing as well as

for any damage
that may aris

e from them. FAO also
declines

any responsibility
for updatin

g the data
and assu

mes no

responsibility
for errors and omissio

ns in the data
provided.

Users are, however, kindly asked to report any errors or

deficiencies in this product to FAO.

The mention or omissio
n of specific

companies, their

products or brand names does not imply any endorsement

or judgement by the Food and Agric
ulture Organ

izat
ion of

the United Natio
ns.

The word
"countrie

s" appearin
g in the text refers

to

countrie
s, territo

ries and areas without distin
ction.

Contact In
formation

Food and Agric
ulture Organ

izat
ion af the United Natio

ns

Right to Food Unit

Viale
delle Terme di Carac

alla

00153 Rome, Italy

E-mail :
Righttofood@fao.org

Website
: http://w

ww.fao
.org/righ
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The next issue of FAOs Right to Food Newsletter will be issued in October 2008 and will focus on the theme “strategy 
and coordination’. 
If you have interesting arguments or practical experience on the added value of the right to food in 
general or in connection with themes cross-cutting with the right to food, please send them to us by 
email: Lidija.Knuth@fao.org. Interesting proposals will be published in our forthcoming Right to Food Newsletter. 
For design and photo suggestions, please contact Mauricio.Rosales@fao.org. To receive our newsletter and other 
information material, please subscribe at http://ww.fao.org/righttofood.
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realIzIng Right to Food around the World

our partner in right to Food education and training: schools and Universities

economics, agricultural economics, law and other disciplines; to train 
experts from public and private sectors; to contribute to better policies, 
strategies and operational interventions to ensure freedom from 
hunger; and, to increase the awareness of the public on their rights and 
especially the right to food as a Human Right. 

FAO will provide the necessary technical support to the Chair and 
facilitate networking with other centres of excellence in the region and 
the world. 

Contribution by Dr. H. Pourahmadi, Director of Academic Relations and International Scientific 
Collaborations, Shahid Beheshti University

human rights-Based textbook on Community nutrition

The Right to Food Unit and the Nutrition and Consumer Protection 
Division of FAO are collaborating with the Medical Research Council 
(MRC) in South Africa in the production of a human rights based text 
book on community nutrition. The book will serve as a basic text for the 
training of dieticians and nutritionists at undergraduate level in South 
African universities. To date, community nutrition taught at South 
African universities is based on textbooks of American or European 
origin. There is no textbook available that provides for the unique 
nutrition problems in South Africa. 

The South African Constitution recognizes the right of access to 
food and water as a human right that all organs of the State must 
respect, protect, promote and fulfil. Yet, professionals in the nutrition 
sector have not yet received adequate training and guidance on the 
theoretical and practical implications on the right to food and nutrition, 
and the potential benefits of adopting a rights-based approach to food 
security and nutrition. 

FAO and MRC held a workshop in Cape Town in October 2006 with 
24 authors to review the structure of the textbook and discuss the 
human rights and right to food implications of the different subjects. 
After that, the authors went to work, and now the textbook is in the 
final editing and review stages and will be published in 2008. This 
textbook on community nutrition is, as far as we know, the first one 
in the world that seeks to integrate human rights-based approaches. 
The Right to Food Unit believes it will be a valuable resource for other 
countries, especially in Africa, where there is a lack of locally relevant 
and scientifically up-to-date textbooks on community nutrition. 

We are delighted that we can now support human rights education on 
the right to food at the university level with our E-learning, curriculum 
and information material. High quality education is essential for training 
and providing the skills and intellectual framework of the human rights 
defenders of tomorrow. Indeed, human rights education on economic, 
social and cultural rights and the right to food are not an optional extra 
and are central to the elimination of poverty and hunger. By providing 
students with a human rights education on the right to food, universities 
will equip them to serve in the fight for the eradication of hunger and 
malnutrition in their communities and, ultimately, their country. 

Some universities have already engaged in the education on the 
right to food, for example, by introducing some modules on the right 
to food as part of their master programmes in human rights, such as 
the National University of Ireland, Galway and Rome University La 
Sapienza.

Course on nutrition and human rights

An international six week-long master-level course in English on 
“Nutrition and Human Rights” is currently offered for the 11th time 
at the University of Oslo, more specifically the Norwegian Centre for 
Human Rights at the Faculty of Law and the Department of Nutrition 
at the Faculty of Medicine, in collaboration with the Programme in 
Public Nutrition at the Akershus University College at Lillestrom near 
Oslo. Originally intended exclusively for master and doctoral students 
in nutrition, it is open to anyone interested with a relevant educational 
background at bachelor level. Further information about the objectives 
and course content can be found at 
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/medisin/nutri/ERN4323/v08/

Contribution by Wenche Barth Eide, Department of Nutrition, University of Oslo and 
International Project on the Right to Food in Development (IPRFD)

Cooperation with shahid Beheshti University, tehran

The Shahid Beheshti University in Tehran, Iran, is in the process of 
establishing a Right to Food Chair pursuant to a letter of agreement 
signed between FAO and the University on 11 October 2007. The Chair, 
as a pioneer initiative of its sort in the whole world, will through academic 
research and teaching contribute to higher societal commitment to 
respect the right of individuals to food; protect this right from being 
violated; and, create conducive conditions to the fulfillment of this 
right. Shahid Beheshti University is accordingly committed to raising 
the profile of the right to food and the right to be free from hunger 
by enhancing the public awareness, creating and training a core of 
experts, professionals and policy makers.  

The University believes that education, training, research, conferences 
and seminars, exchange of knowledge and information, on food and 
hunger issues could cumulatively lead to an accelerated attainment 
of the right to food and achievement of food security. In the next five 
years the Right to Food Chair is planning: to develop a postgraduate 
level course on the right to food which will be open to students from 

Dr. H. Latifi, former 
President of Shahid 
Beheshti University and 
FAO Representative, 
Mr. Shahid Najam


